After encoding, memory traces are initially fragile and have to be reinforced to become permanent. The initial steps of this process occur at a cellular level within minutes or hours. Besides this rapid synaptic consolidation, systems consolidation occurs within a time frame of days to years. For declarative memory, the latter is presumed to rely on an interaction between different brain regions, in particular the hippocampus and the medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC). Specifically, sleep has been proposed to provide a setting that supports such systems consolidation processes, leading to a transfer and perhaps transformation of memories. Using functional MRI, we show that postlearning sleep enhances hippocampal responses during recall of word pairs 48 h after learning, indicating intrahippocampal memory processing during sleep. At the same time, sleep induces a memory-related functional connectivity between the hippocampus and the mPFC. Six months after learning, memories activated the mPFC more strongly when they were encoded before sleep, showing that sleep leads to longlasting changes in the representation of memories on a systems level.
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fMRI ͉ hippocampus ͉ medial prefrontal cortex ͉ memory N ew memories must undergo a period of consolidation to become stable and immune to interference (1) . Consolidation occurs in the form of molecular processes at individual synapses (2) but also in the form of systems consolidation, which is a reorganization of the memory trace within different brain systems (3) (4) (5) . This is most obvious for declarative memory, where recall initially depends on the hippocampus, but after some time becomes hippocampus-independent (6) (7) (8) . Instead, neocortical areas, especially the medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC), are assumed to take over its function (9, 10) . In a recent functional imaging study, Takashima et al. (11) showed that both regions display opposite activity over the course of 3 months; whereas the hippocampal contribution to memory recall decreases with time, the prefrontal one rises.
During the last few years, an important contribution of sleep to memory consolidation has been revealed (12, 13) . Sleep prevents forgetting and makes memories resistant to interference, especially when it closely follows learning (14, 15) . In particular, animal research has shown that sleep provides the conditions for a hippocampal-neocortical dialogue and information transfer (16, 17) . Low levels of cholinergic neuromodulation disinhibit hippocampal-neocortical feedback synapses (18) , and hippocampus and neocortex show synchronous activity during sleep (19) . Together, these findings support the idea that sleep modifies the trace of a recently stored memory. In the present experiment, we tested this hypothesis using functional MRI (fMRI) to characterize brain activity related to free recall immediately, 48 h, and 6 months after learning a declarative memory task. The contribution of sleep to systems memory consolidation was tested by allowing subjects to sleep or by sleep depriving them during the first night after learning.
Results
Subjects were tested on a word-pair memory task in two conditions, following a within-subject cross-over design. On the first evening of each condition, subjects learned a new randomized list of word pairs containing 90 pairs of semantically related concrete nouns with the instruction to imagine a picture containing both objects of a pair. In one condition (sleep, S), cued recall was tested on the first evening immediately after learning (PRE). Then subjects were allowed to sleep during two nights before being retested (POST). In the other condition (sleep deprivation, SD), subjects were sleep-deprived for 24 h after learning and immediate testing. Then they slept on the second postencoding night, which preceded the retest session. Sleep and sleep-deprivation conditions were arranged in random order. Additionally, subjects came back for an unannounced followup retest 6 months after the initial sessions, during which recall of words from both conditions was tested. Brain activity during all learning and recall sessions was recorded with fMRI.
The brain activity measured during learning and recall sessions, tested against the corresponding baseline activity during the Korean letter task, showed that similar brain regions were activated during learning and retrieval. Activity was centered bilaterally in the occipital extrastriate cortices, extending anteriorly up to the fusiform gyri ( Fig. 1 [36 Ϫ88 4] , Z ϭ 6.31, P FWE Ͻ 0.001). During learning, additional activity was found in the right supramarginal gyrus ([62 Ϫ40 32], Z ϭ 5.09, P FWE ϭ 0.004), an area also active during working memory tasks (20) . Thus, during learning and recall of pairs of concrete nouns, mainly extrastriate sites of primary object representation are strongly activated (21) .
The effect of sleep on systems memory consolidation becomes apparent when comparing brain activity elicited by correct recall of word pairs from the sleep and sleep deprivation conditions. Both conditions differ in the way hippocampal activity changes over the initial 2-day retention interval. This activity is centered in the subiculum of the right hippocampus and closely follows the outline of the hippocampus, bordering on the amygdala (POST-PRE ϫ S-SD, [26 Ϫ16 Ϫ22] , Z ϭ 3.92, P SVC ϭ 0.003, Fig. 2A ). Although there were no significant differences in brain responses between conditions during immediate recall, activity in the right hippocampus was significantly stronger during POST recall after sleep than after sleep deprivation ( Fig. 2B ; [26 Ϫ16 Ϫ24] , Z ϭ 3.33, P SVC ϭ 0.017). No other brain area showed significant effects in these contrasts, and none was significantly more active after SD compared with the S condition.
Behavioral data supplement this conclusion and confirm the beneficial effect of sleep on declarative memory consolidation (22) . Immediately after learning, the number of correctly recalled pairs in the cued recall procedure was 55.7 Ϯ 3.4 words before SD and 51.2 Ϯ 3.5 words before S (t 17 ϭ 1.4, P ϭ 0.17), each out of a new random list of 90 related word pairs. Between PRE and POST recall sessions, subjects forgot on average 3.1 Ϯ 1.1 words after SD (5.6 Ϯ 2.0% of words initially remembered) and only 0.1 Ϯ 0.8 words (0.2 Ϯ 1.6%) after S (t 17 ϭ 2.6, P ϭ 0.02). Results could not be accounted for by persisting effects of sleep deprivation during retest. Reaction times in a psychomotor vigilance task did not differ between sessions or conditions In addition, during learning and recall sessions, learning blocks were interleaved with blocks during which subjects had to perform an attention task, which required them to detect either one or two slightly darker characters in a string of Korean letters. The number of correct answers (87.7 Ϯ 1.9 of 90 trials) was comparable in all sessions (all comparisons P Ͼ 0.25), indicating a high compliance of subjects in both conditions.
To address the issue of hippocampal-neocortical interactions, we assessed the functional connectivity of the above-described hippocampal location by means of psychophysiological regression. During correct word recall in the POST session after SD, hippocampal activity was preferentially coupled with that of an area with a maximum in the left precuneus ([Ϫ18 Ϫ58 22], Z ϭ 5.33, P FWE Ͻ 0.001). After S, however, in addition to the precuneus ( [10 Ϫ52 26] , Z ϭ 4.22, P SVC Ͻ 0.001), a strong functional relation was observed between the hippocampus and the ventral mPFC [Ϫ6 36 Ϫ18], Z ϭ 4.11, P SVC Ͻ 0.001, Fig. 3 ; for a complete list of activations, see supporting information (SI) Table 1 ]. This relation was significantly stronger than in the SD condition (Z ϭ 4.05, P SVC ϭ 0.002). This important result shows that 48 h after encoding, retrieval engages the mPFC only in proportion to hippocampal activity. This finding is compatible with an early consolidation stage, during which the hippocampus still plays a central role in memory retrieval but interacts with the mPFC, suggesting the emergence of a hippocampal-neocortical information transfer.
Six months later, as expected, subjects had forgotten most word pairs from both their S and SD conditions. They remembered on average more word pairs learned during the S (7.3 Ϯ 1.0%) than the SD condition (6.5 Ϯ 1.3%), although the difference was not significant (t 17 ϭ 0.5, P ϭ 0.65). Nevertheless, brain responses recorded during correct recall still differed significantly between conditions at the random effects level, showing these differences were strong and very stable across subjects. Correct recall of word pairs learned before sleep, as compared with pairs learned before sleep deprivation, evoked a larger response in the left ventral mPFC ([Ϫ8 26 Ϫ8], Z ϭ 3.25, P SVC ϭ 0.023; Fig. 4 ). In addition, activation was found in the right inferior occipital gyrus, an area initially active during learning ([36 Ϫ84 Ϫ12], Z ϭ 3.48, P SVC ϭ 0.012; for complete results see SI Table 2 ). Thus, after 6 months, retrieval of words learned before sleep no longer preferentially involves the hippocampus but directly engages the mPFC. At the same time, occipital areas initially recruited during encoding are active. On Brain activity during learning and recall tasks, respectively, for words correctly recalled 2 days after learning as compared with the Korean control task. Activity during learning (A) and cued recall of word pairs (B) is centered mainly in the extrastriate visual system. Note that words represented concrete objects, and subjects were instructed to imagine a picture containing both items of a pair, which explains the strong implication of this pathway known to be crucial for object representation (21) . No significant activity was found in area 17 of the visual cortex, perhaps reflecting the imaginary nature of the task. Maps displayed at P FWE Ͻ 0.05.
Fig. 2.
Changes in hippocampal activity during correct word recall over sleep and sleep deprivation. (A) Between the immediate (PRE) and 2-day delayed (POST) recall sessions, the hippocampal involvement in correct word recall increases significantly, but only when subjects slept during the first night after learning (S-SD ϫ POST-PRE). (B) Hippocampal activity ( [26 Ϫ16 Ϫ22] ) across the whole 6-month retention interval. In the sleep condition (open circles), activity increases from 30 min to 2 days (Z ϭ 3.00, P SVC ϭ 0.04), whereas no significant changes can be found when subjects were sleep-deprived the night after learning (filled circles). S and SD conditions differ only at the 2-day interval (t 15 ϭ 3.4, P ϭ 0.003). Fig. 3 . Areas functionally related to the hippocampus during correct word recall on day two after sleep or sleep deprivation. Two days after learning, if subjects were allowed to sleep, the hippocampus was functionally connected to the precuneus and the mPFC during correct word recall (blue). However, if subjects were sleep-deprived the night after learning, the prefrontal sites did not relate to hippocampal activation (red).
the other hand, correct recall of words learned before SD activated the left hippocampus more strongly than recall of words learned before sleep, although this result did not survive correction for multiple comparisons ([Ϫ36 Ϫ22 Ϫ22], Z ϭ 3.85, P uncorr Ͻ 0.001; for complete results, see SI Table 2 ). This finding might indicate that sleep deprivation on the first postencoding night hinders the plastic changes that initiate memory consolidation. It is important to note that our results represent relative differences in brain activity between sleep and sleep deprivation conditions. Hippocampus and mPFC are probably both involved to some degree in short-and long-delayed recall. Their relative contribution, however, varies depending on whether subjects slept or were sleep-deprived after learning.
Discussion
In summary, our findings show that sleep during the first night after learning profoundly influences the trace of declarative memories at a systems level. Initially, during retrieval 2 days after learning, the hippocampus is more active when subjects are allowed to sleep after learning. Simultaneously, hippocampal activity modulates activity in the mPFC. These findings are an indication of sleep-dependent intrahippocampal memory processing during sleep and suggest a hippocampal-mPFC interplay at an early stage of memory consolidation. In the long term, these processes initiated during this first night transform the memory trace in such a way that the cortical correlates of retrieval 6 months after encoding still reflect whether subjects slept during the first postlearning night. These results confirm models based on animal data, which predict a sleep-dependent shift of retrieval function from the hippocampus toward the neocortex during systems memory consolidation (10, 16, 17) .
Our results are also in good agreement with the findings of Takashima et al. (11) , who observe in fMRI a decrease in hippocampal and a concurrent increase in mPFC activity over 3 months. The present data further show that this shift in function depends on sleep. Additionally, we show that both sites are functionally connected at an early stage of memory consolidation. The study by Takashima et al. (11) additionally reports a correlation between the amount of slow-wave sleep (SWS) in a short nap and left hippocampal activity decrease during an immediately following picture recognition task (11) . It is more difficult to reconcile that result with the data presented here. It
Although the hippocampus has long been known as an area closely related to memory storage, the role of the mPFC has only more recently received increasing attention as a neocortical site that participates in memory storage (10, (23) (24) (25) . It has been proposed to play an important role for remote memories, as does the hippocampus for recent ones. For instance, in rodents, mPFC lesions produce stronger amnesia for remote than for new memories (5) . Moreover, recent functional imaging studies in humans have shown participation of the hippocampus in memory retrieval to increase with recency of the memory trace, whereas that of the mPFC increased with the age of the memory (11, 26) . Important functional relations between the hippocampal formation and the mPFC are also supported by direct anatomical connections and the fact that the mPFC and hippocampus activity are coordinated by the theta rhythm (27, 28) and, during sleep, by sleep spindles (29) . Our finding of a functional connectivity during word recall expands these findings and shows a temporary interaction of both sites 48 h after learning. Results indicate a comparatively stable effect and large effect size in the mPFC at 6-month recall. The effect was consistent at the group level over all 18 subjects and remained significant, despite larger error variances at the individual level because of the relatively small number of events available.
Together, our findings are in good agreement with the current standard model of memory consolidation. Similar temporal gradients for the involvement of the medial temporal lobe have been found in a wide range of studies (30) . After lesions to the hippocampus, animal studies often find impairment for memories Ͻ1 month old (5) . If memories can be integrated into previously acquired schemas, memories become independent of the hippocampus even after 48 h (8) . On the other hand, although hippocampal involvement decreases over time, involvement of cortical areas, e.g., in the frontal cortex and anterior cingulate, increases over a 25-day interval, again similar to the findings in the present study (31) . In humans, studies in patients with hippocampal lesions usually show retrograde amnesia with a much longer duration, impairing memory across periods of several years (30) . The differences in the time course between those patient studies and the data presented here might be explained because in lesion studies, a participation of the hippocampus is completely excluded, whereas we observe only relative changes between conditions. Interestingly, when studying a recognition task with fMRI, Stark and Squire (32) found a course of hippocampal activity similar to the one described here. In healthy subjects, activity peaked after 24 h and declined after 1 week in both hippocampi, however without reaching statistical significance.
An interesting and somewhat surprising finding was that the hippocampus was not the main site of activity during either learning or recall, even if significance thresholds were substantially lowered. This lack of hippocampal activity seems to be at odds with many previous studies showing a robust hippocampal contribution to memory (30, 33) . However, it might be explained by the design of the task and the stimulus material used. Words are already well represented in memory, whereas pictures, which are used by many other studies, always represent novel aspects. In addition, pairs were already related, which might have further reduced the strength of hippocampal activity (34) . Thus, hippocampal linking, relative to semantic processing of the words, seems to be of only secondary importance for task-related brain activity. This, however, in no way means that hippocampal activation during encoding or retrieval can be excluded. The contrast between S and SD conditions, which has a much higher sensitivity because semantic processing-related activity is held Fig. 4 . Differences in brain activity during the 6-month retest session for correctly recalled words learned before sleep vs. before sleep deprivation (S-SD). (A) Correct word recall after 6 months activates the mPFC and the occipital cortex more strongly for words from the sleep condition than for words from the sleep-deprivation condition. Note that at the 2-day interval, no activity per se was found, but only a strong functional relation to hippocampal activity. Now, at the 6-month interval, independent mPFC activity is found, but no more significant hippocampal activity. (B) The difference in brain activity in the mPFC developed mainly during the interval between the 2-day and 6-month recall sessions. It is supported by a steady increase in mPFC activity for words from the S condition over the 6-month period (open circles) and a marked drop in mPFC activity for words from the SD condition (filled circles) during the 6-month session ([Ϫ6 26 Ϫ10], Z ϭ Ϫ3.87, P SVC ϭ 0.004).
constant, shows that the hippocampus is involved to a varying degree at different time points. The principal activity during task performance was found in extrastriate sensory areas, which are involved in object representation (21) . In this respect, our results correspond to the findings by Wheeler et al. (35) that remembering sounds and pictures activates respective sensory-related brain areas. These areas might therefore be the actual storage sites of the encoded items (i.e., the concept corresponding to the learned words), although the hippocampus and later the mPFC are in charge of linking the individual objects to form the new memory (10, 36) . Our finding that both the mPFC and areas of the primary sensory cortex were active during the 6-month recall session supports this notion of remote declarative memories being eventually encoded in distributed neocortical networks.
In the present study, behavioral effects, especially at 6-month recall, although present, are less obvious than the underlying differences in brain activity. This finding can be explained with the dual nature of declarative memory storage. Both systems, the hippocampal and the neocortical, store memories in a redundant way. Their main difference lies in their temporal properties and susceptibility to interference (6, 37) . According to a recent study using similar word-pair lists, it seems likely that a much greater influence on the behavioral aspects of the task, especially after longer retention intervals, would be seen when presenting interfering material before recall (15) . The findings reported here are in agreement with the consolidation model of memory, that new memories are initially stored in the hippocampus, where they are susceptible to new interfering stimuli. During sleep, they are transferred and integrated into existing memories residing in other cortical areas and therefore resistant to interference.
According to a current hypothesis, the role of sleep is to homeostatically downscale synaptic connectivity to compensate increases because of plastic processes occurring during wakefulness (38, 39) . This implies that sleep is regulated locally in those neuronal populations initially involved in learning. Going beyond this possibility, our contention is that sleep actively promotes systems consolidation. Our results entail that sleepdependent changes in activity can be detected in brain regions not originally recruited during learning, and that activity of brain areas can both increase and decrease depending on sleep.
Materials and Methods
Subjects and General Procedure. The aim of the experiments was to compare brain activity during recall of previously learned verbal material when subjects slept or were sleep-deprived on the first night after learning. The experiments followed a randomized within-subject cross-over design. Subjects participated in both a sleep and sleep-deprivation condition. Each condition began in the evening between 18:30 and 20:30 with a learning session and an immediate recall task (PRE). After two nights of normal sleep (S) or one night of sleep deprivation and one night of recovery sleep (SD), a second recall session followed (POST). A third, unannounced, recall test was performed after Ϸ6 months (average, 163 Ϯ 4 days), testing words from both the S and SD condition. During all tasks, brain activity was measured by using fMRI.
Eighteen paid volunteers (nine male) participated in this study. They were 18-30 years of age, nonsmokers, and righthanded. They reported to be in good health, with no sleep disorders and no disturbances of the sleep-wake cycle during the last 6 weeks. Experiments were approved by the Ethics Committee of the Medical Faculty of the University of Liège, and subjects gave written informed consent.
During sleep deprivation, subjects were under constant surveillance, playing games and watching films. Physical activity was kept to a minimum, and intake of caffeine and food was prohibited during the night. At 08:00, subjects were allowed to leave the laboratory and follow their usual daytime activities. Sleep duration and compliance with the sleep-deprivation regime during daytime were verified by actimetry starting 48 h before the experiments. Subjects reported an average sleep duration of 7:59 Ϯ 0:16 h during the two nights before the experiments. In the S condition, they slept 8:20 Ϯ 0:20 h and 7:57 Ϯ 0:14 h, respectively, during the two nights after learning. In the SD condition, they slept 13:01 Ϯ 1:42 h during the recovery night. Sleep durations were calculated from sleep logs.
Behavioral Tasks. Learning and recall sessions took place inside the MRI scanner, where subjects were lying in a supine position. Stimuli were presented by using Cogent 2000 (http:// www.vislab.ucl.ac.uk/Cogent) on a back-projection screen visible to the subject through a mirror attached to the head coil. Eye position was continuously monitored and recorded during scanning by using an ASL Model 504 eye-tracking system (Applied Science Laboratories). Each session consisted of 90 pairs of words, randomly intermixed with 90 displays of Korean letters and 180 fixation crosses.
Subjects were asked to learn 90 visually presented pairs of French nouns by forming a mental image of both objects. During the PRE and POST recall sessions, all previously learned words were tested. During the 6-month recall session, 45 randomly selected pairs learned during the SD and 45 pairs learned during the S condition were presented. The total duration of a learning or recall session was Ϸ23 min. Word pairs for learning were randomly selected from a list of 360 pairs. Words were of high concreteness and low emotional valence (40) . Words consisted of 4-10 letters. Pairs were of medium to high semantic relatedness, but difficulty was such that guessing of the second words of the pairs was not a successful strategy. Each pair was presented once for 3.5 s. During the cued recall procedure, subjects were presented for 3.5 s with the first word of each pair. They were instructed to remember the second word with the help of the mental picture they imagined previously. After each word, a fixation cross was presented, and subjects had to indicate whether they remembered the second word by pressing one of two keys. It is important to note that after scanning had ended, responses were verified by explicit verbal recall during another presentation of the words. To exclude possible confounds of performance and recall confidence, only those words were entered into fMRI analysis that were indicated as remembered during scanning and correctly named during subsequent oral recall. Statistical comparisons were made by using two-sided t tests for paired samples.
Strings of Korean letters were used as explicit baseline stimuli to control attentional load and visual stimulation and to prevent memory-related brain activity during the baseline task (20, 41) . Two strings of six letters separated by a '-' were displayed in the center of the screen at random intervals interspersed between learning and recall trials. Letters were presented for 1.5-7 s. One or two of these letters were slightly darker than the others. Because the difference in brightness was small, these could not be detected as popouts. Subjects had to scan the letter strings and find the darker ones. During the learning sessions, they were instructed to rest their gaze on the darker letters for a short moment before searching the next one. Eye movements were tracked online and recorded to confirm subjects' compliance. During the recall task, subjects had to indicate the number of darker letters by means of a keyboard during the following presentation of the fixation cross. A fixation cross, which was used as an implicit baseline, was always shown in the center of the screen between the other types of stimuli and presented for a random interval of 1-12 s. To maintain attention during the learning task, on 50% of trials, the cross became slightly darker after some time. Subjects had to respond to these changes by pressing a key. During the recall task, subjects indicated their answers to preceding stimuli by pressing a key during presentation of the fixation cross.
Right-handedness was confirmed with the Edinburgh Inventory (42) . Before PRE and POST sessions, reaction time was measured in a shortened version of the psychomotor vigilance task (PVT), which repeatedly measured simple reaction time over a period of 5 min (43) . Reaction times were summarized by using the median, because their distribution is skewed to the left. Medians, which are approximately normally distributed, were analyzed by using a two-factor within-subject General Linear Model (GLM). Subjective fatigue was tested with a five-point rating scale.
fMRI Data Acquisition and Analysis. Whole-brain functional T2*-weighted MRI data were acquired by using a 3-T Allegra scanner (Siemens Medical Solutions) by using a single-shot echo planar imaging (EPI) sequence (voxel size: 3.44 ϫ 3.44 ϫ 3.9 mm 3 ; matrix size: 64 ϫ 64 ϫ 32; repetition time ϭ 2,130 ms; echo time ϭ 40 ms; flip angle ϭ 90°). Data were analyzed in SPM5 (www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/software/spm5) with a mixed-effects model. The hemodynamic responses to correctly recalled words, incorrectly recalled words, and Korean letter strings were compared in a full factorial random effects model with the factors condition (S vs. SD) and time (PRE vs. POST). For data from the 6-month recall, words from the S and SD conditions were compared in within-session contrasts. For analysis of the time course, data from PRE, POST, and 6-month sessions were combined into one model. Functional connectivity of the hippocampus to other brain areas during correct word recall was assessed with a physiological regression analysis (44) . The activity of the hippocampal voxel maximally activated after sleep during the POST test was used as the seed voxel for this voxel-by-voxel regression analysis ([26 Ϫ16 Ϫ22]), which allowed to find the brain areas covarying in time with the responses of the hippocampus to correct word recall.
Preprocessing included realignment to the first volume, spatial normalization to a standard EPI template, and smoothing with a 8 mm FWHM Gaussian kernel. Data were analyzed by using a mixed-effects model (45) . At the first level, brain responses to stimulus events convolved with a standard hemodynamic response function and the signal related to head movements were modeled by using a GLM for fixed effects. The first six scans were discarded to allow for magnetic saturation effects. High-pass filtering was implemented in the matrix design by using a cutoff period of 128 s to remove low-frequency drifts from the time series. Serial correlations in the fMRI signal were estimated by using a first-order autoregressive plus white noise model and a restricted maximum likelihood (ReML) algorithm. The effects of interest consisted in the main effects of presentation of correctly recalled words, incorrectly recalled words, and Korean letter strings. They were tested by linear contrasts, generating statistical parametric maps. These summary statistic images were further smoothed (6-mm FWHM Gaussian Kernel) and entered in a second-level analysis. Data of all subjects were combined in a full factorial random effects model. Main effects and interactions were then calculated and tested by using one-sided t contrasts. ReML estimates of variance components were used to allow for unequal variance and possible deviations from sphericity introduced by dependencies in the repeated measures design. ␤ values were tested for normality with a KolmogorovSmirnov test, and no departure from the normality assumption was detected (P Ͼ 0.2).
The common effects of learning or recall sessions were calculated from respective PRE and POST sessions. Here, correctly recalled words were compared with the Korean letter task, which was used as an explicit baseline. The forgotten or incorrectly recalled words were not chosen as baseline, because these had a high variability, thus lowering statistical power. An exploratory analysis with a lowered threshold (P uncorr Ͻ 0.01) showed activity mainly in various mainly frontal regions related to memory-unspecific processes like attention and response processing. For comparisons between S and SD conditions, the baseline was not relevant, because words from both conditions could be compared directly. PRE-POST and 6-month sessions were analyzed in separate models. Responses to words correctly recalled at 2 days (PRE-POST) or 6 months, respectively, were compared between the S and SD condition. For analysis of the time course and the extraction of ␤ values in volumes of interest, all sessions were included in one model. Again, responses to correctly recalled words were compared between the S and SD conditions. Only correctly recalled words were included in the analyses to study brain activity independent of the degree of memory recall.
Corrections for multiple testing were applied where mentioned by using either the family-wise error correction for the whole brain (FWE) or in a small volume of interest (SVC). SVC for the right hippocampus was done in a 10-mm sphere centered on the coordinate reported by Bosshardt et al. (26) ( [26 Ϫ18 Ϫ22] ), who used a comparable word-pair association task. SVC for the mPFC was done in a 10-mm sphere centered on the coordinate reported by Takashima et al. ([Ϫ2 32 Ϫ10] ), where subjects had to memorize photographs (11) .
All coordinates are given as standard Montreal Neurological Institute coordinates and correspond to the maxima of the reported cluster of activation. Coordinates were labeled by using the Anatomy 1.3 toolbox available at www.fz-juelich.de/ime/ spmanatomytoolbox. All significant clusters with a size Ͼ10 voxels are reported. All subjects were included in the analyses; only in the analysis of the 6-month recall session did two subjects have to be excluded, because they did not remember any words from the SD condition. All data are given as mean Ϯ standard error of mean. Maps are displayed at P uncorr Ͻ 0.001 if not otherwise indicated. Functional images are displayed on the structural image of one typical subject, normalized to the same stereotactic space.
